Data to support your business plan, track teller activity, and to design your
lending strategy to better serve your members

CU*BASE Management
Dashboards
The management dashboards in CU*BASE are designed to assist credit union
officers in tracking interactions and discovering product preferences of their
membership. Use the dashboards to analyze membership data, teller
transactions, and lending statistics to see trends and performance of products
and services.

This brochure serves as a big picture overview to give you a snapshot of the
depth and breath of tools available to your leaders.
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Management Dashboards
More and more, management wants to “Get to the Answer” of the most important questions
they have, with clear data to back up the answer. CU*BASE includes many dashboards
designed to assist management to get to key information needed to make strategic decision to
move their credit union forward.
The Open/Closed Membership and
Accounts dashboards allow you to do
a deep–dive analysis of a group of
members, such as your members at
one branch. Analyze features of the
members, such as their gender and
zip code, and data on their accounts,
such as month opened.

The 5300 Call Report Ratios
dashboard calculates key NCUA
financial ratios using data from
your existing CU*BASE Call
Reports

Use the Where Your
Members Borrow dashboard to
see with which financial
institutions your members have
loan so you can offer better
rates.

Sampling of
Management
Dashboards

Management Dashboards
How do you retain your existing members while attracting people who have not yet joined? How is
money moving through your credit union; how might that affect the decisions you make on how to
move forward? How does the way you have implemented your fee and fee waiver program affect
your bottom line? Which members have the largest impact financially with your credit union?
CU*BASE has dashboard to answer all of these questions.

The Comparative Tiered
Scoring Analysis analyzes the
involvement of your credit
union membership as a
whole across tiered levels,
as well as individual goals,
such as eStatement
enrollment.

The EFT Card Portfolio Dashboard
allows you to review statistics on
your credit, debit and ATM data
to give you the big-picture view.

The Fee Income/Waiver Analysis
provides you with a centralized view
allowing you to analyze your monthto-month service fee income, along
with data on the frequency of your
opportunities to earn
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Lending Dashboards
Use the Application by Status
dashboard to keep an eye on the
day-to-day loan "factory" and making
sure activity is adjusted as needed to
meet monthly goals.

Use the Loan Application Status
dashboard to view a listing of loan
application statistics over the course of
a selected period.
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Lending Dashboards
Use the Collections dashboard to
view loans that are one day, one
week or one month delinquent with
additional tabs showing loans that
have been delinquent for a longer
with breakdowns according to the
NCUA timeframe.

Accounting Dashboards
Use the Loan/Share Trial Balance
Review analyzes the Member Trial
Balance for key components, beginning
with an overview of the main CU*BASE
product applications, a calculation of the
Loan-to-Share ratio.

Sampling of
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Raise the Bar on Your Reports
No more multiple applications to create your executive and management
reports. From CU*BASE to your desktop in seconds and with just one click.
CU*BASE clients have the ability to export data and charts to Adobe’s PDF file format. The PDF
export is for you to provide attractive single click data and charts in a format that’s ready to
print and distribute to a credit union board and management staff.
In addition to PDF Exports, CU*BASE also offers the functionality to export data and charts to a
spreadsheet application, such as Excel. No additional software is required for these exports.

PDF Exports do require the installation of an
additional software at a minimal expense.
Contact Client Services for details.

Requires
software
install

More Resources

Check out our companion documents. The first introduces the PDF Export feature.
The CU*BASE Leadership Dashboards flyer covers all CU*BASE dashboards and
indicates which ones offer the PDF export feature.
These are available on the Reference Page under D and P.
http://www.cuanswers.com/resources/doc/cubase-reference/
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